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solution of the problem of jet definition



















algorithm finds the most energetic particles











notice convex jet shapes









jets are entangled
algorithm sort of disentangles them











jets sort of condense out of the event



“soft energy”



smallest loss of physical information



3-10

, fully controlled





but still nice convex shapes,
good for studies of detector effects (energy corrections etc.)
-- unlike kT jets

-- no problem of jet overlaps!







powerful concept of optimal observables -- throw away your NN for this kind of problems
FT arxiv.org/physics 2000

the first truly scientific comparison



everything with OJF is under scientific control, no woodoo...









further optimizations possible

royal pain ... coming any day now ...

software = a huge hidden cost in physics (as elsewhere);
something needs to be done...
but that is another story (workshop at CERN on March 10, 2004).

Workshop on OJF
May, 2004
U. of Alberta, Canada
contact:
Ernest Jankowski
ejankows@phys.ualberta.ca

F77 source: www.inr.ac.ru/ ftkachov/projects/jets/



Two closely related developments:

Quasi-optimal observables see FT @ ACAT`02 and refs therein

POUZYRY see FT @ ACAT`03

a novel scheme to model arbitrary function from a random sample
based on the same mathematical and algorithmic ideas as OJF
= OJF-like pre-clustering + kernels

pretty fast, works in any DIM,
does essentially the same as the popular variant of NN

but can handle arbitrary functions

C++ code will be made available (what`s possible without GC)
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